Purple Group HOMEWORK Word Work Menu

	
  

Choose form the menu of activities below for Word Work throughout the week. You	
   may choose
any combination of activities but each may only be done twice per week. ALL WORK
	
   MUST	
   BE
COMPLETED IN WORD WORK NOTEBOOK with a DATE and labeled as HOMEWORK or
NO CREDIT WILL BE GIVEN. 	
  

Synonyms
Write each spelling word
and then write a
synonym next to each
word.

Sentences
Write a grade level
sentence for each
word. You need to use
the words correctly in
each sentence.

Funny Fonts
Use your computer to
type your words in
different fonts x3.

Guide Words
Write each word in ABC
order, then create
guide words that they
could fall under in the
dictionary.

Pyramid Writing
r
ru
rus
rust

In the Spotlight
Write your words and
highlight the rule in your
words.

Flashcards
Write word on one side
and the definition on
the other side of an
index card.

Spelling Test

Vowels/Consonants
Write each word. Circle
vowels and underline
consonants.

Trick words
Create at least 10 new
words that would fit in
your sort. Sort them
under the correct
header.

Definitions
Use a dictionary to find
the meaning of your
words.

Have a family member
give you a practice
test. Write the name of
the person who quizzed
you.
Free Choice
Have an idea? Get it
approved by the
teacher first then go
for it!

Orange Group HOMEWORK Word Work Menu

	
  

Choose form the menu of activities below for Word Work throughout the week. You may choose
	
   BE
any combination of activities but each may only be done twice per week. ALL WORK MUST
COMPLETED IN WORD WORK NOTEBOOK with a DATE and labeled as HOMEWORK or
NO CREDIT WILL BE GIVEN. 	
  
Synonyms & Antonyms
Write each spelling word
and then write a synonym
and antonym next to
each word.

Ransom Words
Cut out letters from a
magazine and/or
newspaper and glue on
paper to spell your
words.

Part of Speech
Write each spelling word
and then next to it write
if it is a noun, verb,
adverb or adjective.

Wordle
Go to www.wordle.net and
create a word cloud with
your words. Print out the
word cloud or draw it in
your notebook. 	
  

Comic Strip
Create a comic strip
using your words. You
need to use your words
correctly.

Song/Rap
Write a song or a rap
using all your words.

Flashcards
Write word on one side
and the definition on the
other side of an index
card.

Word Find
Create a word find with
all your words in it. Find a
friend who has also done
a word find, switch and
find the words using a
highlighter.

Guide Words
Write each word in ABC
order, then create guide
words that they could
fall under in the
dictionary.

Trick words
Create at least 10 new
words that would fit in
your sort. Sort them
under the correct
header.

Definitions
Use a dictionary to find
the meaning of your
words.. Write down the
guide words as you find
them.

Free Choice
Have an idea? Get it
approved by the teacher
first then go for it!

Green Group HOMEWORK Word Work Menu

	
  

Choose form the menu of activities below for Word Work throughout the week. You	
   may choose
any combination of activities but each may only be done twice per week. ALL WORK
	
   MUST	
   BE
COMPLETED IN WORD WORK NOTEBOOK with a DATE and labeled as HOMEWORK or
NO CREDIT WILL BE GIVEN. 	
  

Synonyms
Write each spelling word
and then write a
synonym next to each
word.

Sentences
Write a grade level
sentence for each
word. You need to use
the words correctly in
each sentence.

Funny Fonts
Use your computer to
type your words in
different fonts.

Dots
Write your words in
dots and then connect
the dots in a different
color.

Pyramid Writing
r
ru
rus
rust

In the Spotlight
Write your words and
highlight the rule in your
words.

Flashcards
Write word on one side
and the definition on
the other side of an
index card.

Spelling Test
Have a family member
give you a practice
test. Write the name of
the person who quizzed
you.

Vowels/Consonants
Write each word. Circle
vowels and underline
consonants.

Trick words
Create at least 10 new
words that would fit in
your sort. Sort them
under the correct
header.

Definitions
Use a dictionary to find
the meaning of your
words.

Free Choice
Have an idea? Get it
approved by the
teacher first then go
for it!

